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NIE Grant 83-059

ABSTRACT

The inve:.tigators developed a framework within which
many of the observations from recent research in beginning
physics students' conceptions of forces and motion can be
organized. The framework summarizes the mechanisms of force
invoked by students in patticular situations. It describes
the features of physical situations that students believe
will modify the relative sizes of forces. Finally, the
framework suggests some of the ways students mediate between
various forces when predicting or explaining what will
happen in a given situation.

Using the framework of students' ideas, the authors
have been able to interpret some of the findings of earlier
conceptions research. Some problems/situations which seem
to involve few variables from the point of view of formal
physics involve a great number of salient features from the
naive physics student's perspective.

The framework is helping to guide development of
diagnostic exercises for both paper and pencil and interview
questioning. It is also guiding instruction to help
students differentiate and integrate their primative notions
into a more coherent mechanical theory that can be applied
consistently across a broad domain of contexts.
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FINAL REPORT OF NIE GRANT NO. 83-0059

A SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

There is a growing body of knowledge about the
conceptions of beginning physics students, particularly in
the area of mechanics. The primary goal of this research
project was to develop a framework for organizing students'
ideas about forces. Using data from individual interviews,
classroom exercises, and diagnostic tests, we identified
ways in which significant numbers of beginning students view
the mechanismS of force, modifiers of the magnitude of
.force, and factors which mediate when more than one force is
considered. Using this information we have been able to
predict the percentage of students who will give alternative
responses to specific questions about mechanics. We can
describe the thinking that makes different answers seem
plausible to significant numbers of students. The framework
is guiding us in further research.in students' alternative
understandings and in our teaching:. We are told that the
framework is proving to be useful to researchers at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst and the National
Learning Center, Pittsburg.

We developed the framewbrk by looking at the students'
notions of forces from two perspectives. The first was to
consider the descriptions of novice thinking as viewed from
the perspective of formal physics. We developed elaborate
concept maps from the perspective of each group. As we were
about this work, we did not discover any single theory of
mechanics invoked by all novice students. In other words,
the students varied in their understanding of the mechanisms
and modifiers of forces. When two forces were present,
there were different sets of considerations in detetic.ining
which would be the stronger of the two. This led us to a
second way of organizing the framework. Setting formal
physics aside, we focussed on the responses and explanations
of our students and identified patterns in their thinking.

The present version of the framework captures the
salient features of problems/situations and suggests the
ways those features will influence students' answers and
explanations. For some students, we have been able to
predict answeri to subsequent questions, but not all
students consistently choose the same features which they
consider as most critical. Because there are numerous
features which students identify as important in situations,
the framework helps explain that while the students' answers
seem random from the point of view of formal physics, there
can be a system to many of their choices.

We obtained feedback from paid consultants at numerous
points along the way. Don Finkle, Steve Monk, Dewey
Dykstra, and Geof Loftus critiqued the framework in its
various forms. Joan Heller interviewed students as part of
the evaluation of the validity of the framework. During
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consulting exchanges, we also obtained feedback regarding
the framework from the cognitive process psychology group
and the physics education group at the University of
Washington, the Cognitive Process Research Group at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, the critical and
creative thinking group at the University of Massachusetts,
Boston, and the National Learning Center, Pittsburg.

Although the framework and many of the diagnostic
questions have been used by others and their data shared
with us, for the most part the development and evaluatiocl f.)K

the framework was accomplished with data from our students
at Mercer Island High School. In the initial stages of
development, our introductory physics students and other
science students whorhad not yet enrolled in physics,
answered questions oh early v'ersions of diagnostic tests.
Within the first two' weeks of classes for each of the last
two years, our diagnostic test and a diagnostic test
developed by Clement, et al from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst were administered to all beginning
physics students in the classes taught by Minstrell and
Stimpson. Pre-instruction quizzes were taken by these
students prior to instruction in many of the mechanics
units.

The results of smne of these tests are included in this
report. The individual questions and students' answers are
individually consistent with earlier published results of
the conceptions research. Since the focus of our research
was to seek relationships betvieen various answers, we were
more interested in collections of answers to various
questions rather than results of an individual item or a
single test score. Therefore, most of the analysis was by
the specific answer rather than right vs. wrong. The
individual responses were correlated with each other. It
was from the clusters of similar answers and explanations
that we inferred the salient features of the framework.

For five novice physics students, we have data from
interviews conducted the spring before they began their
physics course. During their year in the program, we
collected paper-and-pencil results from their work. It is
interesting to note many consistencies between the salient
problem features one,year and the next, prior to, during,
and, in some cases, even after instruction.

This report is organized in two major parts. The first
describes and validates the framework. This is a draft of
an invited address to the 1987 Winter Meeting of the
American Association of Physics.Teachers. A subsequent
version will be submitted to AAPT as they have expressed an
interest in publishing the framework. The second part of
the report is a series of very short, loosely connected
papers describing various facets of either the research
effort or the results of specific activities. These papers
provide details of data and relationships referenced in the
first section of the report.
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDENT THINKING REGARDING THE IDEA OF FORCE

What is their definition of force if they give one?
Virtually all our students have taken both the U Mass

Diagnostic and the Mercer Island Diagnostic. The sorts of
students' notions described here are inferred from students'
answers to questions on these diagnostic tests and from
observations reported in the research literature.

For those students for whom we have interviews, there
is a place in the interviews wherein we asked students which
of the factors they've identified they would classify as a
force, why, and how would you define a force/ what does
force mean to you?

THE FRAMEWORK

I. MECHANISMS

A. Puifi/Pull by an outside agent
1.Action by contact/touching (sometimes

called a pressure from contact)
2.Action by some causal agent through

an indirect connection
3.Action across space

empty space or intermediate material?
gravity, what is it? differentiated

from air pressure
different from weight?
What are the effects?
differentiated from magnetic and electrical?

4.Actions by passive objects, characteristics or'
state of objects that can and c-an't exert forces

B. Force as a Property of an object
1.Weight

makes things fall/ holds things down
like inertial mass, holds things back

2.Motion.
Force of motion conserves motion

constant straight line velocity
constant curvilinear motion
continued acceleration after active agent removed

3.Qualities
"May the 'force' be with you"
Material, like Helium

C. Resistance
Directional or nondirectional
Holds things down like weight
Holds things back like inertial mass
Mechanism

rubbing
ambient medium
a property of the system rather than resulting

from interaction between objects -



II. MODIFIERS OF MAGNITUDE OF FORCE

A. Relative Size of objects involved
The "larger" exerts the greater force

1.Spacially large
2.Heavy/weight
3.Strength

B. Relative Activity of objects
The "more active" object exerts the larger force

1.Motion
2.Effort
3.Internal

material's natural tendency
actions like an engine
will or desire

C. Actions vs. Effects
The object that causes the greater change exerts the

greater force
Have ztudents made a distinction between

forces exerted and forces felt?
If so, are the magnitudes different?

D. Potential vs Actual Amount
Are students focussing on the amount of

force an object could exert or does exert?

III. MEDIATIONS AMONG FORCES

A. When one or more forces are in the same direction, they
will explain the motion in that direction.

B. When one or more forces are in the opposite direction
Are the forces, properties of the system, and

resistance
resolved one for one?
yielding to which is the most salient factor?

C. When forces are orthoganal,
Does the initial force yield to the second

immediately?
gradually over time?
initially, but then come back?
completely, oartially, or not at all?

D. When forces are other than parallel or perpendicular

4
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SO WHAT ARE STUDENTS' INITIAL CONCEPTIONS REGARDING FORCE?

A FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZING THE PHENOMENA

At the beginning of a unit on dynamics, the teacher may
ask the students what they think of when they think of
force. Typically a majority of responses center around
"Force is a Push or Pull." Text treatment of dynamics from
elementary grades at least through high school begins with
the assumption that force is a push or.pull. The teacher
and the students move on believing there is common
understanding about the nature of force. To operate under
this and similar assumptions may be contributing to the
invocation and persistance of conceptions that stand in the
way of students' development of their understanding of
dynamics.

This paper suggests that this and other beginning
notions of students demonstrate that students' conceptions
regarding force are very different from those of formal
physics. Students are not blank slates but come with
initial ideas, many of which will be useful in dynamics.
Their ideas, however, are not clearly differentiated from
each other, and they are not integrated into a clear
conception of force that is consistent with that of formal
physics.

Although many of their ideas are similar to ideas from
Aristotle, Impetus Theory, Newton or some other theory
existing in the history of the development of physics, we do
not find that student thinking in general about dynamics is
consistent with only one theory. The particular conceptions
'we suggest in this paper are those it seems reasonable to us
to assume are dominant in a class of beginning students.
The thinking of an individual student in many cases is
consistent across tasks and may persist through tim and
even through instruction. While several conceptions have
been identified as being used by large proportions of
introductory physics students, there does not yeem to be one
theoretical structure of novice thinking into which they
fit

This paper describes the results of our search for a
novice theory related to force and motion. Although no
single theory was identified, we infer aspects of a
framework within which most of the phenomena of students'
conceptions about force and motion can be organized. Rather
than a catalog of errors in student thinking from the
perspective of formal physics, in our framework we have
attempted to describe students' ideas in their own words to
contrast their thinking with that of formal physics. The
inferences put forth in the paper are based on observations
made during our teaching and research and of observations
made by other investigators. This paper is not an attempt
to review the literature of releyant research but an attempt
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to organize the phenomena in a rational and useful way.
(Note: For a listing of students' conceptions in mechanics,
see McDermottp 1984, and Halloun and Hestenes, 1985.)

Within our framework we will first attempt to describe
prominent attributes of the students' conceptions regarding
force. Then, we will suggest ways in which these
conceptions go together to give the results of conceptions
research reported by ourselves and others. Finally, (in
this or a subsequent article) we present our implications
for curriculum and instruction in dynamics toward the formal
conception of force.

INITIAL CONCEPTIONS REGARDING FORCES

I. MECHANISMS OF FORCE

Push/Pull-
Initial descriptions of what force means to students

usually starts with "a push or pull." Furthur elaboration
includes "something that affects something else," and "it
causes an effect." So, push or pull, to students, includes
actions by touching external agents like hands,springs,
etc., but it also includes causal agents indirectly
connected to the object of interest. For example, in the
situation of a cart on a table, attached to a string that
goes over a pulley and is attached to a weight hanging over
the end of the table, students will readily suggest that the
weight is exerting a force on the cart.(See figure 1.) "It
is causing it to move, so it makes a force on it." In a
situation with a horse harnessed to a sled towing another
sled with boxes stacked on each sled, many students suggest
"there is a force by the horse on box A", a box on the top
of the stack on the second sled.(Figure 2.) So, for these
students since the horse or the weight cause the effect,
they are forces, or they exert forces. The influence of
these causal agents is not wrong but their conception of
force Tgarrferent from the formal conceptions of forces on
the cart or the box.

The push or pull can be an action at a distance, but
here again their conception is different from that of formal
physics. First, for at least fifteen percent of beginning
physics students, gravitational and electrical forces are
not well differentiated from magnetism. "The earth has a
magnetic pull on the moon. It attracts the moon through
electrical charges." "The pull of the earth on the moon is
magnetic." Secondly, like early theorists in the history of
science, students have trouble with there not being an
intervening medium like air to help "pass along the force"
in situations involving action at a distance. In fact, for
many students it is the pressure of the air that causes an
object to weigh something.(Minstrell, 1982)

'No Passive Actions-
The students' conception of push or pull does not

include the passive actions. (Dtiver, 1983, and Minstrell,
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1981) The table under a book at rest or moving supports the
book or resists its tendency to fall, but that passive
action is not considered a force. A string connecting a
moving object.to a causal agent is not considered to be
pulling on the object.(Figure 3.) The string is just a
passive intermediate. Anything which is not seen to
stretch, compress, or otherwise move and demonstrate effect
is just there to resist or restrict the motion of something,
but it doesn't exert force.

Properties-
In addition to considering force as an action by an

outside agent, beginning students often consider the
properties of the object as forces, perhaps because they are
factors that affect the situation. One of the most common
properties- of an object considered to be a force is the
motion of the object. The faster the object is traveling,
the more force it is considered to "have." This
preconception has been a research topic reported in the
research literature. It is very persistent. The "force of
motion" may exist in different forms. It may be responsible
for keeping the object moving with uniform motion in a
straight line.(Gunstone, 1985e Hewson, 1986, Minstrell,
1984, and Vienott, 1979) It may be the forward force that
conserves curvilinear motion.(McCloskey et. al., 1980) Or,
it may be the force that causes the vertical acceleration
(of a ball thrown upward, for example) to keep on
accelerating. For example, many students believe the
maximum velocity of the ball will be well after the ball
left the hand, perhaps when it is halfway to the top, "until
the downward force of gravity can wear it down."(Clement,
1982)

Other "incernal" properties of the object are sometimes
considered t3 ue a force. Materials out of which objects
are made may be considered a force because they are relevant
factors in the situation. For example, the balloon may rise
because of the "force of the helium." An engine of a car is
exerting a force on the car from the novices point of view,
probably because it is such a salient feature and cause for
the car moving. Also, for some students the will of the
person or animal is a force on the person or animal, again
possibly because it is a cause for the person moving.

Resistance-
Friction is a term that students use to represent

resistance to moving objects. It is sometimes viewed as
coming about through a rubbing action, but usually it is
just seen as a property of systems that tends to retard
motion. For some students it does so by holding the object
back, but for many friction resists motion by holding things
down. For other students there is no implied direction to
friction. It's just there resisting motion. The following
is from a session at the end of tht school year wherein
Minstrell was interviewing an entire class about their
changes in understanding from the beginning of the year:
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Student 1: Another thing 'that I didn't know was
that the force of friction had a direction.
Minstrell: You mean initially?
S 1: You know., that thaze i a direction to that
force and it's opposite to the motion of that
object.
M: What convinced you that there was a
directionality to the force of friction?
S 1: Well it had to do with equal and opposite
forces and the experiments we did. What would
happen and why?
M: Okay. How was your idea about friction
different when you came in? If it wasn't
directional, what was your idea?
S 2: I just thought it was there, I didn't know
but when you push the block this way, you see that
..then you have a frictional force that has to be
like that (opposite)
S 3: For lack of anything to say about friction I
thought it was something like the floor sucking on
whatever it was. .

S 4: What I was thinking is that it would have a
certain amount of friction to it. Like a 400
pound box would have a certain amount of friction
to it. It would take, like if a guy was pushing
on it, the force of friction would be greater, on
the box.
M: So for any given box or something, there's a
certain amount of friction associated with that
box?
S 4: Yes. That's what I was thinking.
M: A potential amount of friction?
S 4: Right.

If. MODIFIERS OF MAGNITUDE. OF FORCE

Another aspect of the meaning of force to beginning
students is the way they decide the magnitudes of forces
acting on an object or the relative magnitudes of the
"action-reaction" forces during the interaction between
objects.

Size/Strength-
The size of the objects involved affect the magnitudes

of the forces. Larger objects.are responsible for larger
forces. This idea has a souhd basis, larger objects usually
can exert larger forces on an object than can smaller
BETects. However, this evidence seems to be generalized to
"larger must exert larger forces." -Although size can
sometimes mean spatially large, more often it is described
in terms of the weight of the object. When blocks are
sta6ked up with the heaviest block (A) on top, "since A has
the greatcx weight, it is exerting the greater force." and
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"because B has less weight and cannot exert as much force as
A..." are common explanations. In another question wherein
the larger object, the Wazhington Monument, is below the
smaller object, a mosquito, some students suggest the
monument exerts the greater force because "the monument's
mass is greater than the mosquito's." In a situation
involving a bowling ball hitting a pin, many students say
"..the bowling ball has more weight, so it hits the pin with
more force than the pin hits the ball with ..."

For many students relative "size" has to do with
strength. When two magnets.interact with each other, the
stronger magnet exerts the greater force. This is so
compelling that even when the strong and weak magnets are
both attached to opposite ends of a cart, "the stronger
magnet has a greater force" is used.by a large proportion of
the students to explain why they believe the cart will move.
When two different "strength" springs are attached to each
other and the opposite ends each held by one's two hands,
many students suggest one hand will feel more force because
"the spring is stiffer, thus creating a greater outward
force when compressed." When two people lean against each
other, many students suggest that Sam, the stronger person,
will exert the greater force.(See Figure 4.)

Activity-
Another salient feature of problems/situations involves

the relative activity of the objects involved. The
principle invoked seems to be, the "more active" an *object
is, the more force it exerts. Activity is our word within
our framework, but it seems to be associated with situations
involving motion, muscular effort, or internal activity like
the engine of a car or sometimes possibly even the effects
of the will or desire of the persons involved. For example,
in a situation where a moving car hits an identical
stationary car, "the stationary car has no force at that
time..", and "Since the one car is moving, it's exerting the
greater force..." When two people of equal weight sit
opposite each other in office chairs with rollers and person
A extends her legs with her feet on B's chair, "A exerts a
bigger force because A actually does the motion." In a
similar situation with two skaters facing each other with
hands touching each other's, whichever one extended her arms
(causing the backward motion) was the one exerting the
larger force, even if their masses were different.

The idea that passive objects cannot exert forces,
described earlier, relates to this activity continuum.
While some students only apply the principle that more
active objects exert greater forces, some carry the idea far
enough to claim that without activity there is no force.
For example, in the situation of the moving car colliding
with the identical stationary car, "The one car is at a
standstill, so it can't exert a force*." When confronted
with a lamp at rest on floor, some say "The floor does
not move to exert a force.''

9
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Know Forces by Effr:.ts-
For mA.ny eLtude,its the way to know about actions is to

monitor the efec'.:.a. Generally this idea sounds good from
the standpoint of formal physics as well. But, beginning
students are more general in their use of the idea. If, as
in the case of the book on the table, one can't see the
table move, "then the table can't be exerting a force."
When the two idehtical cars collide, the one that "feels"
the greater force will be the one that will be most changed,
either in terms of movement or damage. In a pillow fight
the pillow will experience a greater force than-the persons
head, "because the pillow is soft and it will be stopped by
the head."

Potential vs. Actual Force-
Frequently students answer questions about relative

magnitudes of forces on the basis of the amount of force the
object conld exert rather than the force it does exert.
With the book on the table, some will say the table exerts
the larger force; justifying their response on the basis of
it being heavier or stronger. "It would a lot more
than one book to break the table." In ca where friction
could possibly have an effect it is often cc.14sidered to
exert the maximum force even in situations where the book is
at rest on the level table with no sideways forces.

III. MEDIATIONS AMONG 2ORCES

Forces in the same direction-
When all the forces involved in the situation are in

one direction, the object(s) will move, accelerating or with
constant velocity, in the direction of the force(s). For
example, when an object is falling, the major force on it is
in the down direction, so.the object moves downward. When a
car moves along and collides with the stationary car, all
the force appears to be in the direction of movement, so the
system moves in that direction.

Forces in opposite directions-
In situations where forces involved are in 'opposite

directions, if they are perceived to be comparably salient,
forces in opposite directions will compensate for each other
one for one. For example, when two people lean against each
other, some students explain this by compensating forces,
"Sam is stronger,. but Shirley exerts more effort*, so they
both stay there."(See Figure 4.) If one force is
determined to be particularly salient, it may overcome the
others and the object will do what it does because. of that
overwhelming force. In the situation of the bowling ball
colliding with the bowling pin, the bowling ball exerts the
larger force because, "It is heavier, plus it is moving."

Forces orthogonal to each other-:
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Results here depend on which of the forces is perceived
to be stronger and whether one or another force is believed
to be strong initially and gradually worn away or weak
initially and gradually getting stronger. An object
initially moving horizontally keeps on moving horizontally
until gravity gradually takes over and "overcomes the
sideways motion." In some cases the initial force appears
so strong that the additional force is of no consequence and
therefore does not change the motion of the object. For
example, the object rolling along the path on the top of a
table requires a hit in the direction that one wants the
object to go if one wants it to change direction.(See Figure
5.) In other cases the second force appears so strong that
the object no longer has any vestiges of the original
force/motion. Often one is perceived as the stronger force
initially, but it gradually gives way to the more sustaining
force, like the force of motion gradually giving way to the
weight or friction or whatever it is that holds things down
to the surface.

Fordes other than parallel or perliendicular to each other-
These tend to affect situations in much the same way

that the perpendicular forces do. (See Figure 6.)

PUTTING THEM ALL TOGETHER TO EXPLAIN OBSERVED MOTIONS

In this section we will consider a few examples which
will put together the Mechanisms, Modifiers, and Mediations.
to explain some of the more elaborate problems from the
conceptions research. One reason that it has appeared that
students do not reason consistently is that different
students see different features as salient in the problems.
Thus there are various answers/explanations given by novices
to the same problem -situation depending upon the features to
which they attend.

Consider two people leaning on each other and staying
stationary.(See Figure 4.) Some students suggest that Sam
who is stronger and heavier exerts the greater force.
Others suggest that Shirley exerts the greater force because
she exerts the greater effort. Still others answer
suggesting they exert equal and opposite forces on each
other, some justifying that answer with rationale that says
Sam is stronger but Shirley exerts'more effort to compensate
for Sam's strength. Thus they get the keyed answer but for
reasons that involve their novice principles of heavier
exerts more force and more active exerts more force.

Consider an automobile wherein the driver puts her foot
down to a certain position of the throttle pedal. .The car
tends to speed up at first', but then it tops out at some
velocity and stays at that velocity. So, a constant force
at first causes the object to speed up and then sustains its
motion. It would appear students are sometimes saying that
a constant force can explain both the accelerating dase and
the constant velocity case. From the point of view of many
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students this is what happens and it does so because during
the first bit of time the force is an action that gets the
car going. Then the car "has" that force. During the next
bit of time the additional force adds more velocity to what
it had, so it is now moving faster. It will keep speeding
up until it reaches the speed that is just right for that
force on that car. Then, that is the force of motion that
will just sustain the constant velocity. If one turns off
the engine, the larger force of motion will gradually be
overcome by the weight (or the friction) of the car and it
will slow down to a stop.

Consider the ball thrown vertically. Explanations seem
to differ. Some say the ball was moving fastest when it
left the hand and after that the force of motion gets
whittled away by gravity. Others suggest that the object
keeps on accelerating upward after it leaves the hand until
it gets about half way to the top. Then gravity begins
whittling away. In either case there is a conserved motion
in the upward direction that gradually gives way to gravity
and eventually the object comes down.

Consider a projectile thrown horizontal/y. The object
is believed to travel out horizontally at first with
vertical gravity, or the downward tending weight of the
projectile, gradually taking over until the object falls
vertically. Throwing the object with twice the horizontal
velocity will keep it up longer; it has twice as much force.
For many it will "hang" for twice the time before hitting
the floor. Bet, if an object of twice the weight had the
original velocity, it would hit in less time, usually in
half the time, because the double weight will pull it down
proportionately faster. Consistent with this is if the
students are pressed to consideethe situation of the object
with twice the weight haNAng twice the original velocity in
the horizontal direction, this object is predicted to hit
the floor in the same time as the original projectile by
those who gave the neatly proportional answers for the fast
case and for the heavy case. Other predictions depend on
how strongly invoked each of the principles were.

Consider the soccer players downfall. With the
motion of the ball crossways to the goal, there is the
tendency to kick or otherwise hit the ball with the hit in
the direction of the opening between the goalie and the
post. Novice physics students explain that this hit, if it
is hard enough, will completely overcome the force of motion
of the incoming ball.

Consider the object in circular motion. When the
inward force is cut off, students-will frequently predict
that the object will continue in curvilinear motion. This
explanation is dominated by a conservation of motion,
whatever motion it had when it was released. Others will
predict the ball will gradually veer outward from the
tangential path. These students seem to be invoking a
conservation of the tangential motion gradually yielding to
the "outward force of motion."

In the past we hav.e constrdcted test questions to learn
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whether students understand a specific concept of formal
physics. By varying pertinent information, we expected
appropriate variations in student responses. Often the
changes in their answers seemed random, not related to the
changes we had made. Exploring the explanations given in
support of their answers, we have learned that there are a
variety of features in the test questions which physicists
believe are irrelevant, but students describe as salient.
While it appeared that students were randomly answering the
questions we had posed, it was often the case that they were
influenced by features which had meaning to them. By
listing these features in our framework and recognizing ways
in which the students believe that they affect a given
situation, much of the students' reasoning can be seen to be
systematic and consistent. By grouping problems according
to features viewed relevent by beginning physics students,
rather than by features deemed significant by physicists, we
have come to see clearer patterns in student responses.
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INTERVIEWS BY JOAN HELLER

Analyzed by Jim Minstrell

In May of 1985, Joan Heller, then a psychologist at UC
.Berkeley, came to Mercur Island High School as a consultant
to our research project. Over a period of. three days she
interviewed thirteen students to provide possible validation
data for our framework.

The'focus of this aspect of our project was the testing
of a framework for beginning physics students' understanding
of the concept of force. Under the assumption that student
thinking should be quite different after a study of
mechanics compared with the thinking before class work, Dr.
Heller was.presented with students-from three groups. There
were five students who had indicated they would take physic's
the following year (novices), four students who were
completing a year of study under Minstrell, and four who

.were completing a year of physics under another te'acher at
Mercer Island High School. The students from the different
groups were interviewed by Heller in a scrambled order, and
she did not know from which group each had come.
Minstrell's instruction differed from the other teacher in
that Minstrell specifically had addressed students' initial
conceptions while the other teacher emphasized the formal
ideas in the traditional manner of a strong PSSC teacher.
Each of the students had been ideniified by their science
teachers as a very strong, articulate student.

It is interesting to note that Heller was able to
correctly place most of the students on the basis of her
interviews. She correctly identified three of Minstrell's
students. The fourth she knew had had some experience but
wasn't sure in which class she belonged. Heller correctly
identified another three students plus the fourth student
from Minstrell's class as students who had deVeloped some
formal notions of physics. The remaining six she identified
as probably naive students. One was a 4.0 GPA student from
the other physics classes. The other five were correctly
identified as "pre-physics" students.

In this section of the report we will first use the
framework to.describe the thinking of one of the students
about the idea of force, as an example of the sort of data
accumulated during the interviews. Then, we will briefly
describe inferences about some stages of development in
students' thinking about the force idea as a result of
encountering the formal ideas in the instructional setting.

Each student was asked more or less the same series of
questions about the same problem situation. The problem,
one used earlier by Heller at UC Berkeley, involved a horse
harnessed to a sled which was'connected by rope to a second
sled which was connected to a third. On the middle sled
were two boxes, box A stacked on'top of box B (see figure
1). During the interview the students were first asked to
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ID

DATE

Boxes in Sled

A horse pulls three sleds behind it., as indicated in the diagram.
TWO boxes. A Ind 8, are stacked on top of each other in the middle sled.
There is friction between boxes A and B. and also butaeen box B and the
floor of the sled. There is also some frictian between the bottom of the
sled and the surface beneath it.

4

Figure 1.
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give a general description of the situation., They were
asked how the situation would be different if the system
were accelerating vs. constant velocity. Next, they were
asked about the factors affecting the motion of box A under
the assumption of a constant velocity. As a next level of
detail, they were asked to distinguish the properties of A
from the outside influences on A. Usually by now the
student had used the term force, so the next level of
questioning about the same situation asked specifically
which factors, properties, or outside influences the student
considered to be forces acting on A. These latter three
levels generated most of the information on the students'
conceptions of force. They were asked to draw force
diagrams for the constant velocity and constant acceleration
cases. Finally they were asked about various variables as
to their potential effects and explanations, e.g. constant
velocity vs. constant acceleration, fast vs. slow, what if
the harness brok, how would weight of A affect it, height
of A, compare rigidities of B, what if all the air were
removed, and other variables that happened to come up.

I.-Beginning Students' /deas about Forces

/n this section we will use the framework to organize
the ideas of a student as exhibited through transcriptions
of her tape recorded interview. Although the extent to
which the framework was validated as a model of student
thinking is questionable, it did serve to help organize the
ideas exhibited by the students during the interviews. That
serves as some validation of the utility of the framework as
an organization of phenomena.

Interview number 12--female, pre-physics

Definition of Force-
This student's definition oC force centers around

"something that had its own strength, like with the wind or
the horse..They have their own strength .. Or the weight or
..design. ...since they're all affecting the course of
things,.. / would call them all forces..the strength of the
horse, the strength of the pull, the weight of the boxes."

The student had some formal knowledge .about the nature
of weight or gravity but it was of questionable value. when
confronted with the idealization of removing the air from
the situation, the student suggested that gravity would no
longer be a factor.

/nterviewer:.You put the whole thing under a dome
and you give the horse an oxygen mask and then
pump out all the air. All right, so you make a
vacuum.
Student: okay.

..What would happen that would be differentr if
anything if there's no air?
S: Oh /'ve heard something about weight not making
any difference then, maybe leis resistance, maybe.
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I don't know. Maybe the friction oz you know, I
was talking about these little molecules of air,
maybe there wouldn't be that friction, there'd
probably be some other kind of friction but there
wouldn't be that friction. Oh gravity. I don't
think there'd be any gravity.
/: Anything else? Okay. You said you heard
something about weight not making any difference.
S: Yeah in a vacuum.. Yhis guy was standing on
top of this fortress and he dropped off a
cannonball and a feather or something like that.
And they were supposed to go down at the same
time.
I: This is in a vacuum? Oh weight doesn't make a
difference. .They'll fall at the same speed?
S: Yeah... That never made sense to me though,
because I never understood it was in a vacuum
.until recently. - I think or maybe I still don't
understand it. Because it always seemed to me
like heavy things fell faster..so it must be in a
vacuum.

Thus, the formalisms didn't seem to make much sense to her.
Her conception of force doesn't include forces by

passive objects.
I: Another thing it (box A) could do is go down,
why isn't it going downward?
S: Well B is in the way and the ground is in the
way and the sled's in the way.

We get additional confirmation of this when later she is
talking about the forces acting on box B. "B would have all
the same ones but A on top of it also." She then draws the
downward force of A on B but neither A nor B has an upward
force drawn to represent a force by an object below. The
objects below are "just in the way."

She suggests that friction keeps the box A from falling
off, but draws friction acting inta downward direction, and
-says "it would be scrunched down I guess not knowing much
about it, but friction, there'd be a constant down movement
and maybe up too., just holding it there." When asked if
friction was vertical, somehow holding it down and together,
she responded, "I guess."
S: "Yeah I suppose so, because it doesn't seem to work
normally."

The student's conception of weight was mixed. On the
one hand weight brought things down, but there was a strong
conception of weight as inertial mass and weight as a force
that holds the object back, like "the drag of the weight,"
whereupon she draws it as a force in the backward direction.

S: The drag of the weight.
I: There's ome sense of it being held back. By
its own tendency not to move or something?
S: Yeah I guess it's why the horse has to pull it
cause it's pulling some...resistance...
So in summary' of the student's conception of the forces

acting on the box, "its got drag wier here (the weight of
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the object holding it back) and. the pull over here (the
horse as the causal agent indirectly through the sleds
connected to the box), and friction down here (holding the
object down)", and there is no passive upward force by the
box below A.

From these interviews we learned quite a bit about the
students' mechanisms of force. We did not learn much about
their modifiers of the magnitude or the mediations among
forces.

II. Development of the ConCeption of Force

The following are inferences about the development of
students' ideas about force derived as a result of Heller's

. series of interviews.

Themes in MIHS Interview .Data-

Direct vs. Indirect Interaction
. Force as any influence, including properties of the

system and surrounding systems.
(discrimination required to achieve next level)

2. Force as an active influence that causes motion
(properties influence forces).

(generalization required)
3. Force as active or passive influence that maintains

position or causes motioh.
(generalization required)

4. Force as "direct" interaction (through contact or
. action at a distance).

Relationship between ForCe and Motion
1. There must exT7Ein "active" influence to maintain

motion (no clear notion of force in scientific terms).
A constant pull for constant speed
A greater pull for greater speed
An increasing pull for increasing speed
No pull for no motion.

(discrimination required)
2. Forces cause motion.

A constant force for constant speed
A greater force for a greater speed
An increasing force for increasing speed
No force for no motion.

(discrimination'required)
3. A net unbalanced force gets related to acceleration.

A constant force produces a constant acceleration
.A greater force produces a greater acceleration
A decreasing force produces a constant speed
No force for no motion.

(discrimination required).
4. A net force is.related to acceieration and no net

force gets related to no acceleration (the object continues
with the motion it had when the het force became balanced.
A constant force produces.a constant acceleration

26
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A greater net force for a greater acceleration
A balanced force for a continued state of motion

once the object is in motion
Balanced forces for no motion.

Relationship between Weight, Friction and Force in General
1. A greater weight requires a gregtgrgiiir, regiEnggs

of friction. Weight and friction are independent (they have
separate effects). Friction is a property of the system.

(discrimination required)
2. A greater weight requires a greater pulling force

regardless of friction.. Weight is considered an inertial
force, holding the object back. Friction, like glue, holds .

things down.
(discrimination ;equired)

.
3. Transition state: Greater weight requires a greater

force only if there is friction (unless the weight is so
great it overrides friction). Weight increases friction.
Friction becomes a lateral action by something though
rubbing.

(discrimination required)
4. Friction force is a function of the normal force. A

greater normal force requires a greater pull to overcome
friction. If no friction, then no effect of the weight.
Friction is a force parallel to the surface. The inertial
mass of the object is separated from the object's weight.
The greater the mass the less the acceleration for a given
pull.
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DYNAMICS DIAGNOSTIC

TESTS AND RESULTS

Mercer Island High School

To tolf::; our hypothesized framework and as a source of
data for revision of the framework, we developed diagnostic
test questions to be administeied to hi4h school students
prior to their taking physics. Our diagnostic rk:Ilts were

attempts to sample studehts' undeEstanding of -s.ieral facets
of motion. Some questiohs focussed on their.knowlodgeiof
phenomena in natural situations, while others were to draw
out the students' conceptions used to explain phenomena. In
1985 we administered a Dynamics Diagnostic to 89 beginning
physics students while the 1986 version was taken by 132
physics students. Other groups of students from other
classes responded to the additional questions. Here we will
report only the results from the questions administered to
the beginning physics students.

In this section we present the 1986 version of..the -
Dynamics Diagnostic lirst with the results and
interpretation. For two classes the test was administered
during the first week of school. Since the other three
classes did not take the test until approximately one month
into the school year, when results from the two groups
differ, we will describe the differences. In a few cases
the questions would be expected to be sensitive to early
instruction. Also, when there are interesting differences
between the results on the 1985 version and the 1986
Dynamics Diagnostic, those are reported. .

It should be noted that many af these questions are not
so well polished that students can clearly answer the
question without some interpretation and clarification.of
the situation on the part of the test administkator.
Therefore, on the 1986 version we asked for students'
explantions for their choices. Also, the administrator
talked students through any of the question situations that
were in any way identified by the students as ambiguous.

THE TEST: RESULTS, AND BRIEF INTERPRETATIONS

1. Between 15% and 25% of our introductory students do not
distinguish between kinds of action at a distance, e.g.
gravity and magnetism.

L. h."Totz could talk about the pull of the earth on the moon
25% as 'a magnetic, a gravitational., or an electrical. pull.. They

all. mean the sane; they're just different Wordn.*.
3."No, they are all different. A magnetic pull. is

75% different fres a gravity pu.Ll.°
Oe you agree with A or 37 =plain why.
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2. The relative strengths of interacting objects affect the
relative forces they exert on each other.

waa
2. A huge/to:squat and a tinyAmagnet are brought near each
ethe. Which af the following statements makes the most
souse to you?
a) The huge magnet exerts no force on Wie samll one which
*sesta no force on the large one.

85% b) The huge magnet exerts more farce au the small magnet
than the small ono exerts an the large one.

*16%e) The huge magnet exerts the same force an the mall as the
small exerts au the large.

1% 4) The huge magnet exerts Less force on the small magnet
than the c. 1 does on the Large.
e) The huge Aagnet exerts no force on the small magnet which
exerts farce on the large one.
Briefly explain your choice.

3. The results for this item were likely affected by
instructiorf.* In the two classes which took the test the
first week of class 25% of the students predicted the
heavier object would fall faster, and that is consistent
with results from other novice groups. For the other
seventy-five students who took the test after some study of
kinematics there were only two students who predicted the
heavier would fall faster. A common belief is that weight
affects time of fall.

3. When a Lead ball and a wood ball at mho same size 4Cid
dropped from the same height of about two meters...

13% a) the Lead ball gets to the floor way *aefore the wood ball
does.

87% b) the two balls get there about till seise time.
c) the Lead ball gets there way after the wood ball.

4. The force of lravity is different from weight for many
students. Gravity is considered a kind of force. After
instruction studenl:s who see that things fall equally fast
suggest it is because the force of gravity is the same on
them.

4. pram the previous situation the force of gravity on the
Load ball is...

17% a) way more than on the wood ball.
82% b) the same as on the. wood ball.
2% 0) way Less than on the wood ball.

*Percentages may not total 100% due to some students giving multiple ansivers.



5. The weight of an object and/or the force of gravity ou

that object may be affected by air prossure. For a

significant portion of our classes a lazge change in the air

pressure greatly changes the weight :If an object.

3. Suppose an object weighs 10 Lb when weighed in our

classroom. If we can create a room wherein we can increase

the air pressure to twice what it was in our cLassroom, what

would be the weight of the object in that spicial room?

ariefly explain.

5lbs (10%),10- (8%),10 (43%),10+ (10%);20 (29%)

6. Because there are two main forces involvedefrom the

beginning students' thinking the force of motion will

dominate until the force of the hit takes over in the

direction of the target. This point of view is probably

even more prevalent than the results of this question

suggest. If the particular situation is in the realm of

experience of the student, they will answer on the basis of

recognized experience. /f not experiential, they will

likely resort to their dominant belief based on the salient

features of the problem.

4,14

Top Vitw
LOo1/404 6.t . a. trAck

0.0.1.4,1 0. nu' NM& 1'1

.A (50%), 8(46%), C (5%), D (2%)

30
25

Assume you are looking
.

down on a track on a
table top. A ball is
started fros the START
position. tf you want
the ball to end at 213VA
in which direction woul4
you hit the ball when.it
gets,to the elbow?

ISrt 13
41,1



7. Relative activity of people (or inanimate objects)
involved in an interaction suggest the relative magnitudes
of forces exerted on each other. For many, passive objects
cannot exert forces.

Whg exerts a force on whoM in each situation helow?'and Row
do you decide? If bath exert farces, which is larger?

86% girl
6% woman
8% both

10% girl'
74% woman
16% both

13% girl
7% woman

80% both

. -
4,The girl is the one who extenda her

41=5.
Who exerts the force?
Re4goning:

is.The woman is the one who extends her
arms.
Who exerts the force?
Reasoning:

c.Beth extend their arms.

who exerts the force?
Reasoning:

8a. Objects, or in this case a person, pe4ived to "cause"
the resulting change.in a system exert forces on the system.
Thus, the Oerson, even though not touching the object, is
said by many students to be exerting a force on the book.

8b. For many students passive things like strings cannot
exert forces.

8c. Passive objects like tables don't exert forces. Only
about one third of the students suggested that the table
exerted an upward force.
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8d. Air tends to exert a downward force on objects. Air
pressure is responsible for weight or gravity.

8e. Gravity affects things in the downward direction.

8f. While many students can recognize situations wherein
friction is involved, only about a third of them suggest
that friction acts.in a direction counter to the direction
of motion of the one surgace tending to move over another;

8g. Only about half the students believe weight represents a
.downward force on the object in this situation. To many
others weight just keeps the object from moving. It is a
factor affecting the state of motion of things, but is not a
force. For others it is a force in the backward direction.

a A Parma Pulls am a string (as ner the picture above) ond the book
moves tomard her.
a) 'radon antrorloore of the folloxinm would you 3114.13 (are ) exettinr
a force an the bock?
b) 90r each one that 15 exerting a force oft the book, describe the direction(s)
of the force there is a direction.

the

the

the

the

Zravi

fr.!.

the w
of

... " ' 711-"---1"
1%

" 1""28444"77441;....--1.---1.°

3%'crl" 80% 20% 94%

err.) 80% 20% 3% 88% 3% 5% 1%

are
70% 30% 49% 6% 2% 7% 16% 17%,

17%,

1%,

20%,

-
7%

1
68% 32% 57% 21% 28% 5%

7 95% 5%

.17%

2% 97% 1% 1%

n? 94% 6% 8%

,

6% 17% 34% 23%

Zat
s book? 75% 25% 3% 70% 5%,. 9% 7%

* Direction Percentages are percent of those who said, "Yes, there is a
force."
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9. This tends to be a very complex problem from which to
predict responses. Heaviness and strength are stated
dominant features, but the perceived necessary activity of
the smaller.person to ke2p the situation at rest also guides
the thinking of many stulents.

keaview
9. Sma is strangerAthan shizley. They lean am each atter
Clio pan the pictnne4
Which somma to make the most sense?
a) SAM exerts a greater farce an Shisley
b) Sala and Shirley enact equal farces au each atter.
c) Manley exerts a gzeater fazes. au 'Sam.

"7"d) Uoither &UMW a fazco an tte atter.
tziefly explain.

A (50%), B (29%), C (21%)

10. This problem was to help separate heaviness from
strength. Generally students assume heaviness and strength
are correlated with size. .The fact that these responses are
so different suggests that the weight was a very salient
feature of problem 9.

10. Suonose Sam is stronzer but net heavier then Shiriev. Under these cc:nations
which of those answers :load make the most sense?
a, b 4, (circle one)
Briefly exblain.

A (16%), .B(70%), C (9%), D (2%)

11. Fcwrce for many students.is associated with anything that
has it's dwn strength.and can move-. Our instruction in
kinematics apparently reduced the percentages of students
who held this belief. The classes that took the test at the
beginning of the year included about 20% suggesting this
belief, and that is consistent with our results during
previous years. In the three classes which had had
instruction in kinematics for a month, there were only about
3% who limited the force idea on this problem. This is one
small piece of evidence in favor Of the hypothesis that
knowledge is integrated between areas rather than isolated
individual strands.

04 lances ca4 only exacted hy
1% a) people az atter aelm41a.
11% 12)anything that'can
88% c) am7thig4.



12. A large proportion of beginning physics students explain
constant velocity motion with extra force in the forward
direction. Some believe the force must come from an outside
action while others think of force as a motion property of
the object.

As Given that ablect s moving voward the right with a
cometant.velacity (constant speed tn a straight Line).
Which of .the following makes the most sense?

.86%. a) Oblect 4.bas more forward force on it than backward
forcer.

9% b) Oblect has evil forward and backward forces on it.
5% c) 0bJect.4 has Lees forward forme am it than backward

force.
Briefly explain how you decided.

13. The first year we asked this question we expected the
same results as with problem 12. This problem, however, has
the additional feature that the pbject is now moving twice
as fast as in the previous problem. For many students this
now elicits a need to also account for the aditional feature
of the change in velocity. Often their explanations include
a mix of force as a property of the object and force as an
action on the body. Thus, for some it has the same extra
force it had for the original motion plus something to
account for the change.

1:11. Suppose tie ob/ect from the previous problem had twice
the velocity.
Which of the following would make the mast

72% a) the extra force forward would be smice as great.
8% b) the extra force forward would be the same as in the

previous problem.
7% v) the forward lid backward force* would be equal to each

other.
4% 4) the extra backward force would be the same as in the

previous problem.
7% e) the atta backward force would be twice what it was in

tte previous problem.
Briefly explain.

29 34
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14. The results of this problem were affected by instruction
for three of the classes. Typically about 75% of our
beginning students predict that an object moving
horizontally will not fall as rapidly as the same object
dropped. In general their explanations involve a mediation
between the force of motion which the abject has in the
beginning and the weight or force of gravity which gradually
takes over.

Ma. hall falls fxas the end at a tads
second tton the edge at the table th the
identical ball :ells aczass the table at

:then. ott the table.
Ft= the edge at the table ta the float

20% 'a) mote than 1/.2 second.
72% 'b) 1/2 second, so digtexanco.
8% 0) Lean than 1/2 saazud.

: :Wetly explain.

. .

and taken L/2
neat. Another
a high speed and

it will take'

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, RESULTS, AND BRIEF INTERPRETATIONS

Pendulum (n=89)
The trouble with this problem is that all the answers

involve the same student explanation: First the object has
the force oflnotion, then gravity or the weight takes over.
For answer C the weight takes over immediately upon cutting
the string. In A it takes over gradually. While in B, the
motion is conserved for a bit until the weight overcomes it.

The string breaks just as
the pendulum reaches the
mid.peint of the swing.
Which diagram shows the
path of the weight as it
falls?-
BriWnyemplainemw

,you decided.

A

79%

%/.
a

0.
4,

. 4

9% 12% Ci
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Tube- (n=89)

This problem involves conservation of motion with a
possible mediation later. In A the motion is conserved but
then the centrifugal force gradually takes over and the ball
curves outward. B involves conservation of linear motion,
and D involves conservation of curvilinear motion. C begins
with conservation of the curvilinear motion, but then
gravity takes over as the object runs out of curvilinear
motion.

Imagine you are looking down at a spiral tube lying flat on
the ground. A ball enters the tuba. Assuming there is no
air resistance, which path does the hall follow upon.
emerging fran the tube?

Explain hrzi you deded.

A (15i), B (61%), C (24%)

Floater- (n=89)
Nearly 70% of the beginning students hypothesized that

the object exerted a force on ithelf. Usually this was in
the form of a property of the object, e.g. the force of its
density or the force of the wood or the air. Their
conception of force involves factors that might cause the
object to do what it does.

Cl: A block at wood is held down near the bottom of a
container of water at position A. It is released and riS08
till' the suface to point C. On the way, while it is rising
it passes through point a. Uplain, what are the forces
involved to callus it to be rising as it posies point:. 37
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SCIENCE DIAGNOSTIC

TESTS AND RESULTS

University of Massachusetts

As a further test of the validity of our inferred
framework, we used the framewol:k to interpret the results of
data being generated by the John Clement and the Cognitive
Process Research Group at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Among other products of their research grant is
the development of a Science Diagnostic to test students'
ideas about interactions between objects and about frictioa.
The test provides rich data about students' conceptions of
force. Since their project goals held a large intersection
with ours, we've been collaborating during the last three
years. In 1985 we administered their Diagnostic to nearly
one hundred students, and in 1986 a slightly modified
version of their Science Diagnostic was administered to one
hundred and fnrty-five students at Mercer Island High
Schalol.

In ton, section of our report we present the latter
version %he test, the results with our students, and our
interpretation of those results from the viewpoint of our
framework. Our version of their test has one more question,
Stock Cars Too, an extension of their Stock Cars. The
purpose of that extra question was to investigate the
students' distinction between forces experienced by and
forces exerted by objects. A second major difference is
that we did not include a confidence scale with each
question as they did. Finally, we asked students briefly to
explain their choice of answer for each question. We felt
these variations better served our research purposes by
focussing on students' ideas and experience or rationale .in
support of those ideas.

PLEASE NOTE: Their Science Diagnostic is not yet published.
Do not cite these results or use these test questions
Without first consulting John Clement, Cognitive Process
Research Group, Physics Department, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003.
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THE TEST, RESULTS, AND BRIEF INTERPRETATIONS

Lamp

A large proportion of introductory physics students do not
believe passive objects like floors exert forces.

Jim buys a.aes floor lamp see leaves it standing la tne corner of nis roan.
Mich of timfolleariou Go you thiah is true?

22% 1) lie floor worts ao upuerd force on tna iloar lamp.

78% 2) lne floor ddeS eet nom an egarolorce on the floor leap.

seat :3

Stock Cars

Objects experiences force differently, perhaps based on how
much damage the student believes the object will sustain.
Stationary cars are passive, while moving cars are active,
so the stationary ca will expereince more force (effect).

ATMs CAW

At 4 demolition dem. coo.stock car *signing MOO led. runs head..es at 29
into another ieeetical.siact csr unite is standing still.

Men tney Ceiliee:

21% 1) Eats csr enferieeces a force. Out the movies car experiences a greater
force

59% 2; Eacn Car experience/ a tom, Out tne statiOsofy car experiences a
greater force -

19% 3) Soo cars experiesce totb sass size forte

41 usly tee navies Car experieeces a force

bp baly the stationary car experiences a force

hettner car xperiences a force

eer:c411 t20114Lin.
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Stock Cars Too

Active (moving) objects cau exert more force. Passive
objects can't exert forces.,

stdo( cgs Tco

ameidar the saw situatiaz as &we.
Men thaw thilide:

59%_1) Each car cossets a .1broe, but thv
H2) Each car exam a form, but theD) Both case exurb ths Eassit :ores

313%.9 chir the =sir car smarts a tbres

7.1) tthar oar marts a roves

Grist salpts;s.

=vim, car aorta a =eater form
station= oar vista a greatora'orco

f

fbrar) nril? the stationary car exerts a

Stationary Boxes

This is a complicated problem from the standpoint of the
framework of student thinking because it involves many
salient features which conflict with each other and make
prediction/explanation difficult. An active human is
pushing a heavy box which was moving.but now at rest
against a lighter box which has been passive all along, but
which is now somehow preventing any further movement of
anything in that direction. Answers are very scattered. A,
the larger of .the two boxes, is dominant to 36% of the
students, while B, the one that is seen to prevent any
further movement si supported by 25%. 12% suggest that only
the "active" box could exert a fdrce, while 14% suggest that
neither of the boxes which are seen as passive can exert
forces.

SUMMAR, IOUS

A onetime worker is sultan omega
te Slide large Sea A up agaiest
smeller Oes B. he thee tries to
MSS SOU MOS SS WO SS shams in
the picture. bet.he is net stroeg
ease. see nothise eeves.

Thigh about 'whether A exerts a force
en B asel umetmer 11 exerts a force ea
A voile he is peshieg out usable to
g m Ms. hem Gee of tee
folleviog is tree?

3E4..1) lac! exerts a force ea the other. wat A eFirts a larger force

25L2) loch er.4t.rts a force. hut B exerts a larger force

91.3) gage omens a force. sod Ms. forces are tee sane size

121..0 Oaly holt A exerts a force

21LmA) Only bon B exerts a force

ALM Neither SOS carts a.force ea the otter

it4't =Oafs-
3 4 39



Office Chairs

41% of the students chose to say that A, the physically
active person, exerts the greatez force. 31% suggest that
the passive person can't exert force.

2Eflii.SALSL

Two &Wants wee both wzigh 12U lbs. sit ie identir,31 rolling office chairs
facing cub otter. Stment A places his harm fw cm ftwdmat Ds lynxes. as
pima balm.

Nam Student A kicks emtward, I modes be the right.
Nast happens ts A?

ev; 1) A moves left

4% 2) A monis right

5% 3) A remains metioeless

tiat'413. (Vtlaa.t..

A

Mink abbot whether A exerts a force en 8 and whether 8 maks a force an
A wane A kicks entwars. laical one of the following is true?

41% 1) gaal exerts a.ierce en the ether. bet A exerts a larger force

11% 2) Each exerts a force. bet I *Aorta a larger force

15% 3) Lao exerts e force. aed these forces are the same size

31% 4) Only A exerts a force

2% S) Only 8 exerts a force

4) Neither exerts a force on the otme

Bei 414 11 q4sta

Handsprings

A significant proportion f57% here) of the students believe
that stronger things will exert greater forces.

As shown le the diagram below. yew Am holding twe Springs, a Strang, stiff
e ne aen a woo., $oft one, between year hands. low move your hae4s a few
inches closer together. compressing the spriagS a bit against gate other.
hoes yam polo your Panda Still in tuis position with-tn. springs Somewhat
COmpreSSed, Wnich one is true?

45% 1) las left ham feels a greater outward force

12% 2) lha right hand feels a greater outward force

35% 3) Lace hand feels a force of the sees size

1% 4) Neither hand feels* a force

5) Uther (Explain)
1.1E4AFIND

Et,ri.g;t3

0

STRONG WEAK

R !NV
wAN



Suitcase Problem

.For many students friction is jut a pr,jerty of the systemand is not exerted in any particular direction. ?Or objectsto alide to a stop requires the weight of the objQct to
overcome the motion, suggested here by over a quartr of thestudents.

2UNAIS "Mtn

A eeiteeth slices fres a ramp onto the

.steol neer of tee baggage area at ac

airport. While it is still sliming esi

the floor, welch eta of the following :

sentences exelains ma, tee Suitcase

1.16110

.14.4%4144.1"iftessmoommajo

Fou

4% 1) Ihe flee, pulls Gwen ea the suitcase, causing it to stop.

36% 2) There Is a frictlonAl resistance to tne notice of Vss suitcase. but it
is net is any particular eirecaiae.

27% 3) The flier dens net exert a force ae the suitcase which affects its
motion, but the %eight 1 tAs Suttee= pushes &ma against tbe floor.

7% 4) The flew exerts a force am the suitcase ie the dtraCttea opposite to
the suitcase's motion causing it to stop.

30% s) *NW'," (*splits).

5riC413 tlyhtios.

Steel Blocks

Things on top of other things can exert larger forces .

because they have their weight actively working for them.
. To the extreme, 38% suggest only the active object on top
can exert force. The passive object below cannot exert
force.

mama
A large steel block wigwag MU lbs. rests ma a small steel block weighing 40lbs. as same below. Think spout whether A exerts a force an Is ano wanner E.
exerts A force en A. Which fs true?

38% 1) Caen exerts a force on me
other, bet A exerts a larger
feral

8% 2) Lege +marts a force, bug b
exerts a larger force

12% 3) WS exerts a force, an d. these
forces ere the seee sue

38% 4) Oaly black A hurts a force

1% 51 Only block A exerts a force.

2% 0) Neither block exerts a force on -
the ether

:11,7,0444- 41
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Pulling Blocks Problem

This is another problem that involves so many salient
features in conflict that it is difficult to predict/explain
the outcome. In .the first problem the larger and heavier
object is in the front and probably seen by some to be
actively pulling. Others see that neither, of these blocks
is the active puller. It is something out of the picture in
each case. In either case there is also the last object
lagging behind and holding things back due to its weight.
This is particularly dominant in the second problem where
the heavier object is the one being towed by everything
else. In the second problem apparently 30% believe the
first block is the active one doing.the pulling.

PoLUNG SLOW Plan 10

to Webs aro Woken tog:tear
anal eollv by a even CP a
boriatala1 surface. 7r; rass
yells We blacIa; se U they
accelentee
Minicabous Aetna? ini4 giallo A
er iS egerving a larger forceIst.luffer, or uneener
VAO eras tosy OMNI OM OOCAin OWIJOI.

SOVCM am below is true?

66% 11. a everts a larger force

18% 23 I exerts a larger force

18% 3) The forces kre equal

Brit C13 ely141CS.

1

A

80

In tio nest case Wale tuts oifferent blocks are being accelentee to toeriot.
inich Ike below is true"?

56% 1) A enema a larger force

30% 21 11 ewes a larger force

14% 3) The forces are equal

it)0114,413 41.11Akiet.
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Crates

Of those students who did not believe friction was a force
in the problem, 61% suggested the heavier object, the one
that seems to dissallow motion, exerts the larger force.
For those for whom friction was a force, the friction force
was larger than that of the person (presumably in either
case because the human could not overcome the crate.)

CRATE MAUR

A nu trios ts push a crate weighing 400 lbs. hut he cannot move it. While
is pushing Vs the right:

Is friction one of the forces acting ea the crate in this situation?

16% 84% YU

If yen said se Ogee. thin& 46644
whether dee block exerts a force
se the saa uhile he is pushing.

If yen said Yes above, which is
larger, tee force of ute sus
suable% or the force of frictio
an the crate?

1% The block snorts a force en the sae 68%. The frictios force is larger

3% The block does aot exert a force an 8%. The force of the non pushing
'sum tee ase. it's Just in the var. is larger

2% Tke block exerts a force on the B46 -6% Mese forcse ors the nese tile
test is copal Vs his pushing force.

10% The block exerts a force on the men
that is larger than his pushing farce.

1% The block eserts a force dates men tsat
is smeller thee his pashisig.ferce.

rAp144 rap tImaimmt.

43-
3 8



Bowler

This problem is interesting because it is so easy, to
predict/explain on the basis of the framework. All the
important factors (size, weight, motion, hardness) predict
the ball will exert the larger force. For those who are
strong in the belief that passive objects cant exert forces,
only the ball can exert a force. Because this problem is so
unidirectionally predictive, it or one like it.makes a
strong question for measuring the effectiveness of
instruction.

ion 11

.

Mee a Melte, ball weighing lb lbs. hits a bawling pia usighieg 4 lbs.:

77% 1) Each exerts a force co tee other. but tne ball exerts a larger force

11 2) Each exerts a force. but the pia exerts a larger force

1% 3) Lace exerts a forces see these lemmas are the same size

4) Cely the pie worts a force

257% $) Only Vas ball exerts a force

6) Neither exerts a force ea the otmar

!Stria; 444Aida.

Mosquito

This problem suggests mixed features. The heavy object is
below, but the active object is above. The heavy object is
passive and to many it can't exert force.

SMMIN.

Ca a 6syuita me Wee. meSehlth
lases em tap of tee easeselsos
fteemeet.

Thine abash heether the meseutto
mirth a forme on the essueest
aNtaaether tie eseeneet exerts a
force fa the seequite Wile it IS
resting tmere. 'Which of the
following is trust

15% Each exerts a force om the otner, but tile mosquito exerts m larger force

18% 23 Each exerts a force. but the eeneseet exerts a larger force

16% 3) Eac* exerts a force. aed the forces are the Same Size

4% SI eelp the monument Is exertimg a force

41% 6) Oely the mosquito is smartie, a force

8% 6) *Mhos:exerts a force om %be other

Bric4115 CA,14alk.
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Magnets

55% of the students suggest it will move, most because the
stronger object will exert the greater force.

BEIM
magnis srb secwroly fastand to opiamite sines of a cart, aeo olismod so

as to repel each ocher, as shown in the diagram. The cort is sturdy so the
repulsiea batman toe magnets cannot weak the cart slats.

If one OWNS is amch stronger teas tAe other, vac we place the magnets os
Stowe in tao diagram se tint they plash away fres me Mew. test will tubnen
to tee cart?

28% 1) It.trill cave left (v.--)

289; 2) It will home right 1.-..7)

45% 3) It will remota motionless.

Sr;ec13 exOcesto.

Book Pile Problem

Again in this problem friction is considered a property of
the situation or system. If friction does have a direction,
it is downward to keep the object from moving sideways.

OM PRI NOWA

Swam largo books are stacked le a.pile
in Roger's garage. sad Pager wants te
reed tap black one to the middle. no
tries to poll it horizsetally out of the
pile wisaeot taking the books above it
off, bat cam't mow, it.

Tess is primarily AMMO:

38% 1) There is a frictional force exerted
is a easseesed directioe es the book
Irma tem one anew it.

I.
14% 2) Mere. are frictional forces acting

horizontally ea toe hook.

2% 3) Tne book's inertia opposes Roger's
polling force.

7% 4) Gravity pulls dew em the book

16%. b) Roger exerts the only fords om the
boos, omt the book is trapped
because of the nunser of books on
tap of it.

22% 6) Otber (guilds).

EICA4t1 4-1414iot.
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Three Boxes

The dominant feature here is that A is on top and so has its
weight which can be actively used to push down. C is just
passively at rest under B, and for many passive objects
can't exert force.

IBBIABEI

Three Oozes are stacked ea tmp of each other with the lightest on the omen
owl the 03AtreaSt on the.top. Think about whether the tap aad Lott= blocks A
WAS C esert a force en Ube :Adele block 8. Which is tree?

:33% 1) lath A ma C exert a forte ea 8.
amS theitece A inverts is greater

16% 24 loth A me C mart a forte om 8.
med the force C alerts is greater

10%. 3) Seth A and C exert a force of
the same size on 8.

39% 4)A worts a force on b, but C
does eat

1% 53 Cezerts a force as B. ant A
does ma.

1% b) Oeitter A: mer C exert a force em
8

1.19)14.6,*

A

B

Speeding Up and Slowing Down

A dominant feature'is that once the object is actively
moving, a larger force will need to be exerted to overcome
the force of motion.

MURK) VP ASO Malta DOWN

IMIN."01111

0 -M mph 5 ) 0 mob

accelerate

re

decelerate

Consiaer tne force Fa meted to accelerate lased up) a cart fAm1.0 spa
to 5 mob in a 10 SOMA period. Compare it with the force Fd needed to
oecelerate (slew dowm) the same cart from 5 mph to rest in tne sane 10
second period. Neglecting Mateo, compare the sizes ef the two
forces. voice is true?

16% 11 The size Fd is greater than Fd NOMA it must overcome inertia.

43% 2) The Size of Fd equals the size of Fd

32% 1) The size of Fd. is greater because it must overtone momentum.

2% 4) Mier (olease eaelain)

eArieit;ett
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CORRELATIONS

So far the majority of the described data has been
answers for individual test questions. We know quite a bit
about the specific answers students give for specific
questions, problems, or situations. IEs there any
relationship between the specific answers, or are they
random responses to questions as they occur? We believe
students conceptual reasoning is not random. While we do
not belive we have identified a thuory of student reasoning,
we have data to suggest that students' alternative
conceptiont are persistent, and thell' use of their
conceptions is more systematic than '1.:1an they've been given
credit'for in the past.

We began our search for relationships between facets of
students' reasoning by correlating all the items within each
diagnostic test, pre-instruction quiz, The Lawson Classroom
Test of Formal Operations, and some items on the semester
final exam with each other. In many. cases, we had combined
several questions that were related from our formal point of
view, e.g. situations dealing with action reaction (Newton's
Third Law). These yielded interesting results, but not the
number or types of relationships we expected. We now
believe that was largely because we were analyzing their
thinking from a formal physics viewpoint.

Later we gradually changed to a more fine grained
analysis.. We correlated each possible answer to each item
of the diagnostic tests with every other possible answer on
the other questions. At this level we bagan to see more
consistency in the sorts of answers/explanations they were
giving. This allowed us to redevelop our framework to more
closely reflect students' wording and, we belieVe, students'
thinking. The data gathered during the last year was
analyzed at this level of analysis. With our framework
applied at this level of detail we could better predict how
students collectively and sometimes individually would
respond to questions.

The persistence of students'ideas

Consider student number 7 (S7), who was interviewed by
Heller in the spring prior to S7 taking physics. During the
interview while relating the forces acting on box A she
said, ".. probably air pressure, just pushing down on A and
B and everything else... air pressure, it's a force from
above instead of a force pulling on it." Later in the
interlriew when she was asked what would happen if all the
air were removed, she responded with ".. there would be a
greater tendency for A or any of it to just start.floating."
Thus, during the interview at least, she exhibited a strong
-belief that air pressure perhaps along with gravity caused
things to Weigh sOmething.

On the Dynamics Diagnostic given the first week of



.

physics class, $7 responded to a question regarding an
object which weighed 10 lb under normal atmospheric
conditions. When placed in a special room wherein the air
pressure could be doubled, she suggested the object would
now weigh 26 lb. "It would weigh two times as much because
the air pressure on it is twice as great, causing it to push
down harder on the scale."

At the beginning of a unit on the nature of gravity and
its effects, the students were asked what would happen to
the weight of a 10 lb object which was placed under a glass
dome, and the air was evacuated from under the dome. She
suggested it would weigh less than 10 lb,'and explained
"probably a little of the weight is due to air presure, so
by removing the air pressure, probably a little bit of
weight will be removed." Then, during this brief.
instructional unit, an object was weighed in air and then
under a Bell Jar with the air removed, allowing students to
see that there wasn't a detectable change in the weight.

Finally, at the end of the school year the same
diagnostic question was used with the special room wherein
the air pressure was doubled. $7 said, -1'20 lb., because the
object will be pressed twice as hard down on the scale.

This student's idea associating weight with air
pressure apparently had not changed over the course of the
year. Lest the reader believe this must be a very dull
student, let me hasten to interject, she is a National Merit.
Scholar, and will graduate in the top of her class. That
the instruction failed is clear, even when teachers knew the
difficulties that some students would have, and specifically
designed class demonstrations, problems, etc. to address
those difficulties. We view this as one of the many
examples we have of students' ideas persisting reasonably
consistently across time and even through instruction. .Just
on the air pressure/ weight difficulty alone, it is
interesting to note that the set of all'students who
exhibited that confusion at the end of the year was a proper
subset of the people who had the confusion at the beginning
of the year.

Consistent systematic reasoning across tasks

Consider the idea that passive objects do not exert
forces. Consider the Bowler Problem on the U Mass
Diagnostic Test. One of the answers suggests, "Only the
ball exerts a force." Bowler (5) was chosen because the
problem had many features to which students might attend.
Those who picked (5) were most likely inclined toward
"passive objects don't exert forces." We identified all the
students who gave that answer and then looked at other
problems that clearly have a "passive objects don't exert
forces" answer. For the two classes analyzed 100% of those
students also answered the Lamp Problem with answer-2, "The
floor does not exert an upward force on the floor lamp."
83% answered Stock Cars Too with 4, "Only the moving car
exerts a force." 100% of those students answer Office



Chairs with "Only A exerts a force." 82% answer Steel
Blocks with 4, "Only block A exerts a force." 91% answer
Mosquito with either "Only the mosquito is exerting a
force." or "Neither exerts a force on the other." 73%
answer Three Boxes with "A exerts a force on B, but C does
not." In each of these cases, the majority of these
students answer the problems with an answer that suggests
the passive object does not exert a force. Only the active
object exerts a force. It would appear that these students
are quite censJstent in their conceptual reasoning acrosci
tasks.

So much for predictions within a particular group that
had responded to one item in a particular way. What happens
if we run correlations between Bowler (5) and these
predicted answers across our entire group of one hundred and
forty- five students? Bowler is correlated with each of
these predicted answers at statistically significant levels
(p<.0l). R values for Bowler (5) with Lamp(2) was .26, with
Stock Cars Too(4) was .19, with Chairs(4) was .63, with
Steel Blocks(4) was .25, with Mosquito(5) was .36, and with
Three Boxes(4) was .34. Bowler (5) was not positively
correlated at a statistically significant level with any
other items on the test.

These predicted observations and statistical analyses
suggest that the conceptual notion that passive objects
don't exert forces is consistently invoked by beginning
students as they try to explain physical situations. While
we still may not be able to predict what a given student
will do, we are now better able to predict how groups of
students will behave on a particular question or set of
questions. Students are fairly consistent in their
.conceptual reasoning across tasks, if we are able to
identify their conceptual thread of relationship.

49
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DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

During the course of this project we've taken advantage
of opportunities to influence science and mathematics
teaching, curriculum development, teacher training, and
learning research at the local, state and national levels.
In each of these situations, we shared the perspectives of
this research project in one form or another.

Publications resulting from the project include the
following:
Teaching for the Development of Understanding of Ideas:
Forces on Moving Objects, in 1984 AETS Yearbook
Constructing New Ideas About the World: Toward Establishing
a Newtonian Point of View, submitted with Dewey Dykstra to
The Journal of College Science Teaching
Constructing New Conceptual Understanding in the Classroom,
prepared for the Festschrift for The International
Commission on Physics Education
Students Beliefs in Mechanics: Cognitive Process Frameworks,
in/the Proceedings 'for the FifthConference on Reasoning and
114_4her Education, Bigie State UniVgiEgrEit-
A PositrEg-FWgE on Instructional Needs Regarding
Understanding and Problem Solving in Physics, prepared for
the Conference on The Psychology of Physics Problem Solving:
Theory and Practice, Bank Street College, NY.

Presentations and workshops specifically disseminating
the results of the frameworks research were conducted at the
following:
The Project for Critical and Creative Thinking, University
of Massachusetts, Boston.
The National Learning Center, The University of Pittsburg,
Pittsburg.
The Cognitive Process Research Group, The University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
The Conference on Reasoning and Higher Education, Boise
State University.
The Summer Institute for Mathematics Teachers, Ths
University of Washington.
The Spokane School District Physics Teachers, Spokane,
Washington.
The Puget Sound Area Physics Teachers, at the University of
Washington.
The research will be presented in an invited address to The
American Association of Physics Teachers, San Francisco in
January of 1987 and to the Northwest Washington Physics
Teachers in March of 1987.

Other publications and presentations relating to the
frameworks research are being negotiated.
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